Evaluation of pressure-assisted forward osmosis for concentrating desalination brine: a feasibility study
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ABSTRACT

The seawater desalination process yields a substantial amount of brine, which contains higher concentrations of dissolved solids compared to seawater. Various methods such as multi-stage flash distillation (MSF), multi-effect distillation (MED), and reverse osmosis (RO) are employed to produce freshwater. However, these technologies must effectively handle the large volume of brine generated in a sustainable manner. Two emerging techniques, namely zero liquid discharge (ZLD) and mineral extraction, offer potential solutions, but they are more economically viable for smaller quantities of brine with high mineral salt concentrations. Hence, there is an urgent requirement for desalination systems capable of producing highly concentrated brine. Recent literature suggests that forward osmosis (FO) technology utilizing Aquaporin biomimetic membranes has shown promising results for seawater desalination. To address this need, experimental investigations were performed to evaluate four commercially available FO membranes for brine concentration applications at different operating parameters such as flow rate and feed pressure. The study revealed that the Z-nano Aquaporin membrane achieved the highest water flux when groundwater RO brine is used as feed solution. Overall, the Aquaporin biomimetic membranes outperformed cellulose triacetate and (CTA) and thin film composite (TFC) membranes in brine concentration applications, demonstrating their superior performance.
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1. Introduction

Many countries particularly those in the Middle East, heavily depend on seawater for the desalination process [1–4]. Desalination plants utilize two main methods: thermal and membrane-based. The thermal process involves an evaporator and a condenser, which heat the feed seawater to a specific temperature, causing it to evaporate and then condense into freshwater. On the other hand, the membrane method utilizes high pressure and a membrane to separate salt and molecules from the seawater, producing freshwater without undergoing a phase shift [5,6]. Both of these desalination processes result in the production of a significant amount of brine as a by-product. The brine salinity generated by seawater reverse osmosis (SWRO) ranges from 60 to 85 g/L total dissolved solids (TDS) and has a lower temperature compared to the thermal process [7–9]. In thermal technologies like multi-stage flash (MSF) and multi-effect distillation (MED), the brine produced has a TDS range of 55–65 g/L [8]. Various methods are employed to manage and dispose of desalination brine, including deep well injection, surface water disposal, irrigation of
salt-tolerant plants, dumping into municipal sewers, and evaporation ponds. However, it is important to mention that all of these technologies pose environmental hazards and come at a high cost [10–13].

Several technologies for concentrating desalination brine have been developed and demonstrated at pilot and demonstration scales [14–17]. However, these technologies require significant energy consumption and substantial capital investment, preventing their commercialization [18,19]. Among the smaller-scale processes, membrane distillation (MD), forward osmosis (FO), and pressure-assisted forward osmosis (PAFO) have shown promising results for brine concentration. FO offers the advantage of low energy requirements, while MD has the capability to utilize low-quality energy or waste heat, in addition to being compatible with renewable energy sources. [9,12,17,20–22]. PAFO has emerged as a favourable option due to its higher water flux and salt rejection compared to FO and MD processes [17,22]. Previous studies have demonstrated that applying mild pressure on the feed side of FO enhances both water flux and water recovery [23–26]. Based on the promising results from our previous research on biomimetic membranes in FO, further investigations were conducted into brine concentration applications using FO membranes in a pressure-assisted FO process [27–30].

2. Experimental section

2.1. Material and methods

The biomimetic membranes were acquired from Z-Nano Water Tech in California and Aquaporin A/S in Denmark. Hydration Technologies Innovation, USA, supplied cellulose triacetate (CTA) and thin-film composite cellulose triacetate (TFC CTA) membranes. Draw solution (DS) was prepared by dissolving 26% sodium chloride (NaCl) in deionized (DI) water. Samples of the feed solution (RO brine) were collected from various sources, including the Desalination Research Plant (DRP) at Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research Doha campus, Shuwaikh RO (SRO), Shuwaikh MSF (SMSF) facilities, and ground water RO brine (GWRO) from Abdali Farm Kuwait. The brine samples were obtained from 25 L plastic tanks and subjected to testing using state-of-the-art water analysis instruments. Calcium and magnesium were measured using the ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) titration method, while sulphate was measured using spectrophotometer LANGE DR2800. The THERMO SCIENTIFIC, iCAP 6000 was used to assess the other elements found in all brine samples. Table 1 shows the mineral salt concentrations in collected brine samples. At the Desalination Research Plant (DRP), the seawater feed supply to the RO plant is obtained from a beach-well. On the other hand, the RO plant at Shuwaikh receives its feed water directly from the sea. Due to variations in the quality of input water and the percentage of freshwater recovery, the RO process at both the DRP and Shuwaikh desalination plants generates brine with different salt concentrations. Fig. 1 shows a schematic illustration of the PAFO system. Fig. 2 depicts the laboratory scale PAFO system obtained from Trevi Systems, California. The system is capable of operate at varying flow rates and applied pressures of up to 2 bar.

2.2. Characterization of membranes

All the membranes selected for the experiments were characterized using the following instruments: a Goniometer for measuring water contact angle (WCA), an EVO MA18 instrument with Oxford EDS(X-act) for examining surface morphology through field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), and a nano-observer instrument for analyzing topology through atomic force microscopy (AFM). The topography was evaluated by scanning a section of the membrane with dimensions of 10 × 10 µm.

2.3. Experimental procedure for pressure assisted forward osmosis experiments

PAFO tests were carried out using laboratory-scale cross flow filtration equipment, as shown in Fig. 2. The plate-and-frame cross-flow permeation cell has a rectangular channel on each side of the membrane. During the PAFO testing, different flow rates of both the feed solution (FS) and draw solution (DS) were examined while keeping their respective flow rates constant. The FS and DS were pumped through the membrane using the concurrent flow technique. The temperatures and DS concentrations remained constant throughout the experiment at 25°C and 26%, respectively. The active layer of the membrane was kept facing FS, and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters/Unit</th>
<th>DRP RO brine</th>
<th>SRO brine</th>
<th>SMSF brine</th>
<th>GWRO brine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TDS (ppm)</td>
<td>54,900</td>
<td>64,110</td>
<td>79,514</td>
<td>14,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>7.13</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (mS/cm)</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>76.79</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium (mg/L)</td>
<td>1,673</td>
<td>2,763</td>
<td>2,787</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium (mg/L)</td>
<td>1,090</td>
<td>1,120</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>1,372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate (mg/L)</td>
<td>4,159</td>
<td>6,832</td>
<td>6,608</td>
<td>2,630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium (mg/L)</td>
<td>17,905</td>
<td>28,316</td>
<td>23,208</td>
<td>4,226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride (mg/L)</td>
<td>35,212</td>
<td>47,732</td>
<td>42,862</td>
<td>6,514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TDS: Total dissolved solid, DRP RO: Desalination research plant reverse osmosis, SRO: Shuwaikh reverse osmosis, SMSF: Shuwaikh multi-stage flash, GWRO: Ground water reverse osmosis.
The concentration and flow of feed and draw solution, as well as the flow of water across the membrane, were measured both automatically and manually. The system was operated for a duration of 130 min, with data points being recorded after 10 min of initiating the experiment. The desalination performance parameter of PAFO trials was determined using Eqs. (1)–(3) [31]:

\[
J_w = \frac{V_{Fi} - V_{Ff}}{A_m \times t}
\]

where \(J_w\): water flux; \(V_{Fi}\): feed initial volume; \(V_{Ff}\): feed final volume; \(A_m\): membrane area; \(t\): duration of process.

\[
R_y = \left(1 - \frac{V_{Fi}}{V_{Ff}}\right)
\]

where \(R_y\): feed recovery; \(V_{Fi}\): feed initial volume; \(V_{Ff}\): feed final volume.

\[
R_s = \left(\frac{C_{Df}V_{Df} - C_{Df}V_{DS}}{C_{Df} - C_{Df}/2 \times (V_{DS} - V_{Df})}\right)
\]

where \(R_s\): salt rejection; \(C_{Df}\): final draw solution concentration; \(V_{Df}\): final draw solution volume; \(C_{Df}\): initial draw solution concentration; \(V_{DS}\): initial draw solution volume; \(C_{Df}\): final feed solution concentration; \(C_{Fi}\): initial feed solution concentration.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Characterization

3.1.1. Water contact angle and topological studies of membranes

The WCA of commercial CTA, TFC, AqZ, and Z-nano membranes was measured using the sessile droplet method [32]. In this study, a water droplet was carefully placed on the membrane surface using a micro syringe to measure the WCA until no further change was observed. The measurement was conducted at five different locations on a 1 cm² area of the membrane sample, and the average value was reported. Topological investigations of membranes were conducted using AFM, which entailed measuring the varied surface characteristics of the membrane.

The WCA results showed the lowest value for AqZ membrane compared with CTA, TFC, and Z-nano membranes. The order of WCA obtained was Z-nano (59.33°) > TFC (37°) > CTA (36.5°) > AqZ (24.83°). The variations in the WCA of the membrane could be attributed to the nature of the polymer’s chemical composition and the way it is fabricated. The AFM study shows that the CTA membrane has the highest average roughness compared to the TFC, Aquaporin, and Z-nano membranes. The order of maximum roughness is as follows: CTA > AqZ > Z-nano > TFC. The maximum average roughness measured for the CTA membrane is 3,955 nm, while the lowest is 912 nm for the TFC membrane. Fig. 3 displays surface AFM images of the commercial CTA, TFC, AqZ, and Z-nano membranes, while Table 2 presents the WCA and surface roughness parameters such as maximum mean roughness (\(R_m\)), route mean square roughness (\(R_q\)), and maximum feature height (\(R_{max}\)).
3.1.2. Morphological studies of membranes

Prior to conducting FESEM (field emission scanning electron microscope) analysis, all the membranes were subjected to drying. Subsequently, the dried membrane samples were cryogenically fractured using liquid nitrogen and fixed to a metallic base using double-sided carbon tape. To enhance conductivity and obtain clearer FESEM images, a thin layer of gold was applied to the membrane surface using the agar manual sputter coater (AGB7340). Once these preparatory steps were completed, the morphology of the membranes was examined. The TFC membrane had a consistent but smaller pore size compared to the CTA, AqZ, and Z-nano membranes. The CTA membrane exhibited a fibrous structure with uneven pore sizes, whereas the AqZ membrane featured pores ranging from 310 to 490 nm in size. The FESEM image of the Z-nano membrane was very clear and had a pore size of less than 100 nm, showing a uniform distribution. The uniform pore distribution of the TFC and Z-nano membranes could be attributed to a uniform selective layer coating on the substrate membrane [33]. Fig. 4 displays the FESEM images of the commercial CTA, TFC, AqZ, and Z-nano membranes.

3.2. Desalination performance study

The PAFO desalination performance trials were carried out utilizing four distinct flat sheet membranes. The influence of operating parameters on brine concentration application was investigated by adjusting operating parameters such as applied pressure, flow rate, and feed concentrations.

3.2.1. Effect of feed pressure on water flux, water recovery and salt rejection

The experiments conducted by PAFO involved varying the feed side pressure from 0 to 1.5 bar, while maintaining a constant flow rate of 750 mL/min for both the feed solution (FS) and draw solution (DS), and a temperature of 25°C.
The feed used in the experiments was the RO brine from the DRP RO plant without any treatments or additives. The results of the experiments showed that the water flux increased with an increase in the applied pressure on the feed side. This could be attributed to the additional hydraulic pressure in combination with the osmotic pressure of the draw solution. The TFC membrane showed the lowest water flux compared to the CTA, Aquaporin, and Z-nano membranes. This difference in performance can be attributed to factors such as smaller pore size, less hydrophilicity, pore distribution, and membrane morphology of the CTA membrane. On the other hand, the Aquaporin membrane showed moderate water flux, and the Z-nano membrane demonstrated excellent water flux. Both the Aquaporin and Z-nano membranes are biomimetic in nature, and have a biological water transport active structure in its TFC layer. These biomimetic membranes have specialized pore structures that facilitate selective water molecule transport, leading to their improved water flux compared to CTA and TFC membranes. Fig. 5 illustrates the variation in water flux with respect to the applied feed pressure for different membranes.

The water recovery showed a similar trend to the water flux, as shown in Fig. 6. The findings for all the examined membranes revealed that higher feed pressure led to increased water recovery. On the other hand, the salt rejection exhibited an inverse pattern, with increasing feed pressure resulting in decreased salt rejection. This suggests that the rise in pressure on the feed side contributes to salt leakage. One possible explanation is that the CTA and TFC membranes have larger pore sizes compared to ionized salts. In the case of biomimetic membranes, this phenomenon could be attributed to aquaporin pore degradation or enhancement. Fig. 7 shows the salt rejection capabilities of the tested membranes. Overall, the results reveal that 0.5 bar is better for obtaining moderate water flux, recovery, and high salt rejection.

3.2.2. Effect of feed and draw solution flow rate on water flux, water recovery, and salt rejection

The impact of flow rate on performance indicators such as water flux, water recovery, and salt rejection were investigated while maintaining a constant temperature of 25°C, draw solution (DS) concentration of 26%, and feed pressure of 0.5 bar. The flow rate was adjusted equally on both sides of the membrane, reaching 500, 750, and 1,000 mL/min by increasing the frequencies of the feed solution.
The results demonstrated a gradual increase in water flux and recovery as the flow rate was increased from 500 to 1,000 mL/min. Figs. 8 and 9 illustrate the water flux and water recovery at different flow rates, respectively. Fig. 10 illustrates the promising salt rejection percentages achieved by all the tested membranes, except for the CTA membrane. The enhanced water flux associated with higher flow rates can be attributed to a narrower concentration barrier across the membrane, leading to a greater osmotic pressure difference between the FS and DS. Consequently, water flux and recovery are increased. The lower salt rejection observed for the CTA membrane may be attributed to its larger pore size and increased shear forces on the membrane surface. However, at a flow rate of 750 mL/min, all the tested membranes exhibited superior performance in terms of water flux, water recovery, and salt rejection.

3.2.3. Influence of varied feed compositions on water flux, water recovery, and salt rejection

The experiments were conducted using brine collected from various desalination plants in Kuwait, and its composition can be found in Table 1. In accordance with the optimal flow rates and feed pressure obtained from the previous sections, the experiments were conducted under carefully controlled conditions, ensuring a consistent temperature, flow rate, and feed side pressure throughout the study. The results shown in Figs. 11–13 clearly demonstrate how the salt content in the feed solution affects water flux, recovery, and salt rejection, respectively. Higher salt concentrations in the feed solution resulted in lower water flux and recovery rates. Notably, regardless of the specific feed solution used, a consistently high salt rejection rate of over 92% was achieved. Among the different feed solutions tested, the GWRO brine feed yielded the highest water flux.
flux of 29.7 L/m²·h when using the Z-nano membrane. The water flux rankings for the groundwater RO brine feed were as follows: TFC < CTA < Aquaporin < Z-nano. Conversely, the Shuwaikh MSF brine feed resulted in the lowest water flux, measuring 17.8 L/m²·h when employing the Z-nano membrane. The lower water flux observed with the MSF brine feed can be attributed to its higher total dissolved solids (TDS) content, as indicated in Table 1. In terms of desalination performance, the PAFO trial outcomes demonstrated that the Z-nano and Aquaporin membranes exhibited superior performance compared to the CTA and TFC membranes. This improved water permeability in biomimetic membranes may be attributed to their hydrophilicity, membrane thickness, and biological water transport channels.

4. Conclusions

The experimental study was conducted using brines collected from different desalination plants located at Kuwait to evaluate the feasibility of the pressure-assisted forward osmosis (PAFO) technique for brine concentration, employing four different types of FO membranes. The investigation involved varying operating conditions, such as applied pressure and feed flow rate, in order to identify the optimal conditions based on water flux, water recovery, and salt rejection. The results revealed that increasing the feed pressure resulted in higher water flux and water recovery rates, but diminished salt rejection. There was not much difference in the water flux between the CTA and TFC membranes when the feed pressure was increased from 0.75 to 1.50 bar. However, the Aquaporin membrane showed an increase in water flux from 12.5 to 29.7 L/m²·h when the feed pressure was increased from 0.75 to 1.50 bar. Similarly, the Z-nano membrane had an increase in water flux from 29.28 to 35.71 L/m²·h when the feed pressure was increased from 0.75 to 1.50 bar. In all the tested membranes, the rejection of salt decreased
significantly when the pressure was increased from 0.75 to 1.50 bar. Similarly, when the feed flow rate was increased, a similar effect was seen in all the tested membranes. The highest water flux rate observed was 29.7 L/m²·h (with a water recovery rate of 25%) and a salt rejection of 100% for the Z-nano membrane when using ground water RO brine as the feed solution. Among the membranes studied, the Z-nano membrane exhibited the highest water flux, water recovery, and salt rejection, surpassing the CTA, TFC, and Aquaporin membranes. Furthermore, biomimetic membranes such as the Z-nano and Aquaporin demonstrated superior performance in brine concentration compared to conventional CTA and TFC membranes. In conclusion, the findings from this study suggest that the pressure-assisted forward osmosis technique holds promise as a viable approach for desalination and brine concentration.
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